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Ohio Revised Code § 4511.191. Any person who operates a vehicle on any public or 

private roadway in Ohio is considered to have given his or her consent  to a chemical test of 

the person's blood, breath or urine to determine the presence of alcohol, controlled 

substance or both after a DUI-related arrest. The chemical test must be completed at the 

request of a law enforcement officer who has reason to believe the person operating the 

vehicle is intoxicated, according to Ohio law. If a person does not submit to the test within 

two hours it is considered a refusal, which carries an administrative license suspension. 

 

 

 

 
What are the Grounds for Appeal? There are several reasons a person could 
appeal an administrative license suspension.  
ORC §4511.197, some grounds for appeal could include:  
Whether the arresting officer had reasonable ground to believe the driver was intoxicated;  
Whether the officer requested the arrested person to submit to the chemical test; 
If the driver was not informed of the penalties for refusal or failure of a chemical test; 
Whether the driver refused to submit to the test or Failure of the test is not present 

ALSO, a person can appeal the suspension if he or she could not submit to a chemical test because of health 
problems. A person who appeals the suspension has the burden of proof, this means they have to show that 
one or more of the conditions has not been met. Basically, the driver and his or 
her legal counsel have explain why the suspension should be overturned. 
  

https://www.duidefenseohio.com/post-arrest/drug-alcohol-level-testing/
https://www.duidefenseohio.com/post-arrest/drug-alcohol-level-testing/refusal-to-submit/
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A driver’s privilege to operate a CDL vehicle is disqualified when he or she is convicted of certain violations in a private 
passenger or commercial motor vehicle. No CDL driving privileges are permitted during the disqualification. The 
disqualification length is based on the offense(s) and may last from 60 days to life. 

COMMERCIAL DRIVER LICENSE (CDL) DISQUALIFICATION 

A driver’s privilege to operate a CDL vehicle is disqualified when he or she is convicted of certain violations in a private 
passenger or commercial motor vehicle. No CDL driving privileges are permitted during the disqualification. The 
disqualification length is based on the offense(s) and may last from 60 days to life. 

Alcohol / Drug Violations 
RC 4506.15, 4506.16 & 4506.17 

First Offense Second Offense 

Alcohol / Drug Test Refusal in Any MV One Year* Lifetime 

Alcohol Positive Test 
in CMV 

Any Detectible 
Amount 

24 Hours Out of 
Service 

24 Hours Out of 
Service 

0.04 Breath Test 
or 
0.048 Blood Test 
or 
0.056 Urine Test 

One Year* Lifetime 

OVI Conviction in Any MV  as well as  
Under Influence of a Controlled 
Substance in Any MV 

One Year* Lifetime 
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An FRA suspension is a penalty in the state of Ohio for lack of financial responsibility. If 

you are on an FRA suspension, your driving privileges are taken away. If you're found 

driving without insurance you can be issued a FRA suspension. If you're caught 

operating a vehicle during the suspension period, then you'd be cited for driving under 

an FRA suspension. 

The acronym FRA does not stand for anything particular, but the FR is thought to stand 

for "financial responsibility." 

Section 4509.101 of the Ohio Revised Code prohibits an individual from operating a 

motor vehicle in Ohio without maintaining proof of FR (financial 

responsibility) continuously throughout the registration period with respect to that 

vehicle, or, in the case of a driver who is not the owner, with respect to that driver's 

operation of that vehicle. 

Required filing with the BMV (SR-22 or bond) to continuously maintain proof 

of financial responsibility for three to five years from the date of the 

suspension of operating privileges. 

https://www.carinsurance.com/sr22.aspx
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 law requires financial responsibility in the minimum 

amount of $25,000 for bodily injury to or death of one individual in any 

one accident, $50,000 for bodily injury to or death of two or more 

individuals in any one accident, and $25,000 for injury to the property of 

others in any one accident. 

 

 

Failure to provide proof of financial responsibility, when required in Ohio, will 

result in the following civil penalties imposed by the Ohio Bureau of Motor 

Vehicles (BMV):  

Loss of driving privileges for a minimum of 90 days and up to two years 

License plates and vehicle registration suspension 

Vehicle immobilization and confiscation of plates for 30 to 60 days for violating 

FRA suspension.  

Third and subsequent offenses could result in vehicle forfeiture and a five-year 

suspension of vehicle registrations. 

Ohio courts are authorized to order vehicle immobilization and impoundment of 

the license plates at the time of sentencing for those found driving on an FRA 

suspension. A first offense is 30 days, a second offense is 60 days and a third 

offense can result in the forfeiture of your vehicle. The Ohio BMV can give you 

more information about FRA suspensions. 

Driving while on a suspension from an OVI results in 6 points on your license. 
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If you are convicted for failure to reinstate your license, you will face misdemeanor charges. A 

first and second offense will be considered an unclassified misdemeanor offense. This is 

punishable by up to 500 hours of community service and a fine of up to $1,000. 

 

 

Getting your license properly reinstated is therefore vital before getting back behind the 

wheel. You should ideally send in proof of fulfillment of all the license reinstatement 

requirements 20 days before the suspension is up in order to ensure that there are no delays. 

Depending on the reason for your license suspension, you may have a variety of requirements 

to complete before you are eligible. These commonly include defensive driving or remedial 

driving courses, alcohol or drug treatment, community service, payment of restitution, and 

proof of insurance or a liability bond. In addition, you will always have to pay the Ohio Bureau 

of Motor Vehicles (BMV) reinstatement fees. 

The exact fee required to reinstate your license depends on the reason for the 

original suspension. Some of the most common BMV reinstatement fees are as 

follows: 

• $475 for an OVI conviction, chemical test refusal, or physical control 
suspension 

• $100 for non-compliance reinstatement (or $300 for a second offense or $600 
for a third offense) 

• $25 for lack of car insurance or nonpayment of child support 

• $15 for an outstanding warrant 

The third offense and all subsequent offenses are taken more seriously. Instead of an unclassified 

misdemeanor arrest, you will be arrested for a first degree misdemeanor. It is punishable by a fine 

of up to $1,000 as well, but also up to 180 days in jail. This misdemeanor is generally treated quite  

harshly, as it is a third offense, so the courts are often unsympathetic. 

harshly, as it is a third offense, so the courts are often unsympathetic.
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In Ohio, you may be charged with wrongful entrustment of a motor vehicle if you 

allow someone who to operate a motor vehicle under any of the following 

circumstances: 

• The individual does not possess a valid driver’s license, 
commercial driver’s license, driver’s permit, or valid 
nonresident driving privileges 

• The individual is on a driver’s license suspension 

• The individual has no proof of financial responsibility 
(auto insurance) 

• The individual is under the influence of drugs or alcohol 

If the alleged driver lives in your household and is related by blood or 
marriage, you (or the owner of the vehicle) may be charged with 
wrongful entrustment.  
 
The consequences:  This usually results in vehicle immobilization for 30 
days if convicted on a first offense. The period for vehicle immobilization 
increases with repeat offenses; a second conviction may come with a 60-
day immobilization while a third conviction may come with a forfeiture 
penalty. 
This is a 0 Point Violation: There are no points associated with this 
offense. A charge of wrongful entrustment could lead to sizable fines, 
potential jail time or community service, and other penalties including 
vehicle immobilization, vehicle forfeiture, and/or vehicle impound 
plates.  
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You must have a referral from your physician. The reports from the evaluation as 

well as our recommendations will be sent back to your physician. 

 

The Evaluation: First is a clinical evaluation which helps us get to know you and the 

reasons you are coming in for a driving evaluation. This part includes a review of your medical 

history, medications, and driving history. We will also complete assessments for visual skills, 

thinking and memory skills, reaction time, physical abilities, and understanding of basic road 

signs and rules. We do have a driving simulator which is used to test your reaction time, as 

well as visual attention and scanning. 

 

Second, the on road assessment begins in a parking lot so you can get familiar with the car 

and your OT can assess your basic driving skills. Depending on your ability, you may progress 

to residential streets, commercial streets, and highway driving. Upon completion of the on 

road assessment, your OT will review the results with you and make recommendations for 

your driving status. 
 

Kettering – 937-401-6109 

Columbus Ohio State:  614-685-5600 

Tri-Health Cincinnati: 513-862-2481 
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"Driving while texting, or eating, or dialing a phone should be as 

culturally unacceptable as drunk driving is today," said Governor 

DeWine. “When drivers choose to do anything that distracts them 

from paying full attention to the road, they choose to risk their own 

lives, the lives of their passengers, and the lives of everyone else 

around them. Now is the time to create a long-term, comprehensive 

plan that educates drivers, promotes changes in behavior, and 

strengthens Ohio’s distracted driving laws.” 

 

 

 

 

ORC -4511.204 Driving while texting. (A) No person shall drive a motor vehicle, 

trackless trolley, or streetcar on any street, highway, or property open to the public 
for vehicular traffic while using a handheld electronic wireless communications 
device to write, send, or read a text-based communication.  
 

 

 

ORC -4511.991 "Distracted" defined; violations  (1) "Distracted" means doing 

either of the following while operating a vehicle: ... (b) Engaging in any activity that is 

not necessary to the operation of a vehicle and impairs, or reasonably would be 

expected to impair, the ability of the operator to drive the vehicle safely. 

 

At our Driver Intervention Programs, we have seen clients who have been arrested for  crying 

while driving, eating while driving, aggressive driving, texting and driving, cell phone use, 

applying makeup while driving, animals on their laps while driving, etc….

 

Ohio law bans the use of any electronic wireless communications 

devices for drivers under 18. Texting while driving is illegal for all 

drivers but is a secondary offense for drivers 18 and above.

http://codes.ohio.gov/orc/4511.204
http://codes.ohio.gov/orc/4511.204
http://codes.ohio.gov/orc/4511.204
http://codes.ohio.gov/orc/4511.204
http://codes.ohio.gov/orc/4511.204
http://codes.ohio.gov/orc/4511.204
http://codes.ohio.gov/orc/4511.991
http://codes.ohio.gov/orc/4511.991
http://www.best8hourclass.com/
http://www.arcdip.com/

